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al goes dental /6/ numb yet?
Dentist's theater. The doctor and the nurse are standing around Al, taking photographs of the inside of his mouth
and recording him.
DOCTOR: All right, now _____ you get a shot of the head _____ it's a human mouth. And pour me one
more shot of whiskey, _____ ? I don't think I could handle this _____ drunk first.
AL: Hey doctor, now, you said 'this is gonna be nothing', right?
DOCTOR: Now look, I've done a thousand of these things... just never in the same mouth. Numb yet?
AL: Yeah. You?
DOCTOR: Close enough.
NURSE: I'm going to go home and slip into something a little more comfortable. I just have this feeling I'm
forgetting something. Did I _____ the iron?

A woman is heard screaming in a different room.
NURSE: _____ I forgot. Mrs Higginbottom is spitting out teeth like a popcorn machine in there.
DOCTOR: Let her rot. Women, they're the lowest form of life. You married, Bundy?
AL: Look in these eyes.
DOCTOR: _____ , I'm recently divorced. She got 1.5 mil. I'm not bitter though, she deserved it. After all, she
_____ a very promising career as a waitress to become my wife for about six mouths. Almost half a year, you
know.
AL: Now take it easy, Doc, take it easy. I found out that in life you can't live in the past, or the present, or the
future, but you can spend some quality time at a newsstand reading dirty magazines.
DOCTOR: Yeah, they can't take that copy of Hustler _____ you, can they? Bundy, you're a good guy. Let me
tell you what I'm gonna do. I'm not going to dig too deep. I'll do what I can, but you won't feel a thing.
NURSE: Doctor, it's your ex-wife's attorney on line one. By the way, I bought this fur coat with your credit card.
Is it ok?
DOCTOR: Yes, it's _____ than _____ you bought yesterday.
NURSE: And _____ more expensive.
AL: Hey doc, I think the Novocain is starting to _____ a little bit.
DOCTOR: Shut up, Bundy... Just shut up. Oh, I'm so mad I'm shaking.
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